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Abstract
To increase organizational responsiveness , f i rms
nowadays seek various approaches in delivering
global shared business services. Today, global
operating firms apply a plural sourcing model that
consists of both in-house and outsourced business
services. As such, service governance is needed to
manage interdependencies between vendors, b o t h i n house and outsourced. However, as far as we know n o
study has yet addressed how global business services
are governed within the context of plural sourcing. We
conducted 68 semi-structured interviews with executive
management of international firms and d i strib uted a
survey questionnaire to explore service g overna nce
modes. As a result, we identify five service governance
modes: regional, global, centralized, d e-cent ra li zed
and multifunctional. Our paper contributes to research
on global business services and plural sourcing by
exploring various service governance modes.
Theoretical and practical implications are discussed.
Keywords: Business Services, Plural Sourcing, Service
Governance, Exploratory Research, Mini-Cases

1. Introduction
Due to the convergence of rapid business
developments and challenges imposed by digitizat ion
of work processes, firms nowadays again seek vario u s
approaches in delivering global shared business
services to achieve organizational responsiv eness [1 2]. As such, shared services have become more popular
as a service management option for globally operatin g
firms when delivering business services [3-5]. The
focus of this paper is not on business-to-end-user
services (consumers or other businesses), but on
business services that are used to support firms’
internal business processes; for example, Finance a nd
Accounting (F&A), Human Resources (H R ), Su p ply
Chain Management (SCM), Information Techno logy
(IT) or Procurement [6].
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During the last decade firms decided to bund le in house and outsourced business services and create
flexibility to cater for changing internal circumstances.
This approach resulted in a plural sourcing
arrangement [7]. Today, plural sourcing is consid ered
to be the modus operandi of firms [8]. Literature
demonstrates multiple explanations for plural sourcing,
ranging from safeguarding against vendor opportunism
[9] to complementarity of knowledge an d in cent ives
[7]. In contrast to make-or-buy relationships, plural
sourcing arrangements create an inherent coordinatio n
problem. Hence, service governance is needed to
manage interdependencies between vendors (e.g., in house and outsourced).
As far as we know, no study, however, a dd ressed
how global business services are governed wit h in t h e
context of plural sourcing. Aier et al. [10] argue that
within the context of business services, service
governance is still not well understood. The authors
state that research in this field is required due to
network externalities, involvement of business
departments, and diversity of stakeholders, as the
probability of inconsistent design and implementat ion
of business services will increase.
Against the background of this call for more
research, we suggest that service governance merit
specific attention. This paper argues t hat f irms m ay
differ in how global business services are implemented
and as such, require various service governance modes.
The aim of this research is to explore how f irm s d eal
with service governance of global business services
within the context of plural sourcing. Based on the
above discussion, following research question is
formulated:
What type of service governance modes a re u sed
by firms to implement global business services
when applying a plural sourcing strategy?
Taking explicitly firm service governance ch oices
into account, we answer the call of [11] for more
explorative research in the context of business services.
The authors argue that service sourcing and service
outsourcing are examples of broad topics with firm
relevance in need of scrutiny in marketing and business
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management (p 2460). By investigating the service
governance in the context of plural sourcing, we
contribute to literature by highlighting that process
excellence and aligning firms’ operating model are key
rationales to implement global business services.
Moreover, by identifying different service governance
modes, we contribute to global business services,
service governance and plural sourcing research.
This paper is organized as follows. Based on a
literature background, first, we address the concepts of
business services, plural sourcing, and service
governance. By applying grounded theory as a
theoretical lens, we introduce the research
methodology, data collection and data analysis in
Section 3. Next, we present our findings in Sect io n 4 .
In addition, based on the identified service governance
modes, we provide an embedded case studies to
elaborate on the findings. Discussions and the
conclusion are presented in Section 5 and 6,
respectively.

2. Literature review
2.1. Business services
Previous studies show that a firm’s service strategy
is influenced by the availability and need for their
business services [11]. As argued by Wirtz et al. [5]
business services consist of a variety of services (e.g.,
legal, accountancy, research and development,
information technology). To improve ef fectiv eness,
organizations decompose their enterprise and
corresponding business services into smaller
autonomous business components. As such, b u sin ess
services can be integrated and, or disintegrated to
create enterprise ecosystem flexibility. Global Business
Services (GBS) has been applied to a variety of models
attempting to coordinate service delivery across
multiple functions [1]. According to [12], GBS can b e
defined as an “integrated compilation of service
offerings for any (multiple) support functions within a
company […] global in nature and with respect to both
delivery centers and customers”. As a result, GBS
models are different from the traditional a p proach o f
shared services and the past wave of outsourcing
/offshoring and seeks to leverage the capabilities of
vendors [1314].
Market research shows that GBS models can be
characterized by their ‘multi-nature’ [1], namely:
multi-function, multi-region, multi-business, and multisourcing approach. Applying a multi-sourcing strategy
fits with the concept of plural sourcing. To implement
a plural sourcing strategy, both a firm and its v en dors
have to focus on collaboration as t h ey hav e t o wo rk
together intensively to exchange business service
information. However, literature shows that

collaboration within a plural-sourcing context is o f t en
problematic, because it is difficult to establish and
monitor control and coordination mechanisms [15].

2.2. Plural sourcing
Plural sourcing research shows various definit io ns
that address the combination of make, buy, and ally in
a systematic way [7, 16]. We build on the defin it io ns
of [17] and [18] and define plural sourcing as “the
degree of simultaneous insourcing and outsourcing
(make-and-buy) the same business service activities by
a firm but differ from each other in their particular
capabilities and limitations”. Importantly, [1 8] a rgu e
that the boundaries of ‘same’ are inconsistently defined
across and even within papers. We follow the au tho rs
reconceptualization of ‘same’ as a spectrum of degrees
of ‘similarity’ and propose to study plural sourcing
tasks that are complementary in nature.
The intuitively appealing assumption in the p lu ral
sourcing literature is that this concept ameliorates t he
weaknesses of insourcing and outsourcing [1 9 ]. Or in
other words, plural sourcing creates best of both worlds
when providing GBS. Interdependencies b et ween in house and outsourced business services may influence
the criticality of GBS and as such, the degree in which
a business service is viewed as a critical enabler of
business success [20]. Interdependencies increase t h e
degree of plural sourcing complexity with a ddit io nal
challenges, such as measuring end-to-end services,
aligning contracts across providers, managing
relationships and collaboration, and defining
standardization and modularization [21]. The
traditional conclusion that firms will prefer to integrate
complementary components now faces service
governance challenges as GBS functions are prov ided
by both in-house and outsourced vendors.

2.3. Service governance
Literature on governance shows that some st udies
focus on the importance of co nt ractual go v ernance
agreements to manage outsourcing arrangements [6 ].
Specifying long-term contracts is complex and
inherently incomplete because firms have to deal wit h
uncertainty and unanticipated obligations. Hence, firms
should govern an outsourcing arrangement beyond
traditional contractual agreements and a lso con sider
relationships [22]. Literature suggests that contractual
governance and relational governance influ ence each
other and can be perceived as complementary [6].
More specifically, service governance correspon ds t o
the responsibilities within a firm to manage b u sin ess
services. We build on the definition of [10] and defin e
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Global business services within the context of
plural sourcing differ in their approach co mpared t o
firms traditional sha red services (see Figure 1). Due t o
the characteristics of GBS, the degree of complexity to
govern business services increases. Consequently, a
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Wirtz et al. [5] argue that firms have to apply a
centralized approach when governing their business
services in order to integrate into corporate strat egies.
Importantly, due to plural sourcing, the supply chain s
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Figure 1. Evolution of GBS (adapted from Wirtz et.
al, 2015)

3. Research methodology
We used Grounded Theory (GT) as a qualitative
interpretative framework that is used in business [1 1 ].
Grounded theory is an appropriate meth odolo gy f or
this study for two reasons. First, GT is specifically
used for theory generation and is oriented towards
actions [23]. Due to the multi-faceted nature of GBS it
can be argued that exploratory research is a relev a nt
method [24]. Second, GT allows us to consid er many
variables at the same time. Previous studies in the field
of GBS have used methods where few variables were
introduced such as economics [5], technology [25], and
business processes [26]. As we had a gen eral id ea o f
where to begin, we opted for the Straussian ap proach

[27]. The researchers started by describing the
situations that may occur when governin g GB Ss in a
plural sourcing context, and secondly, they p lay ed a n
active role during the interviews, and structured the
data to reveal the theory.
Our exploratory study design consists of two stages
face-to-face interviews supported by a n online
questionnaire; and mini cases to create in sigh t in t h e
conceptualization of service governance modes. These
approaches helped to identify and measure the serv ice
governance dimensions (degree of centralization,
degree of functionality) and collecting complementary
data for cross-validation and quantification of specif ic
aspects of service governance. All variables were
measured using 5-points Likert scales from v alid ated
sources.
Regarding the first stage, data was gathered
between January 2015 and February 2019, a nd b ased
on in-depth face-to-face interviews supported by a web
questionnaire that was sent to the interviewees
afterwards. As confidential and sensitive information is
concerned, we anonymized the firms. A sem istructured interview protocol was design ed t o ga th er
data. Interviews varied from 60 minutes to 120 minutes
in duration. The interviewees that participat ed in t h e
interviews and questionnaire held positions like C EO,
CIO, CFO, Head of business services, (Senior) Vice
President, and director. We distributed in total 267
invitations and the final sample contained 68
respondents, as such response ra te was 25%. As the
data was collected on a global level, this rich dataset is
quite unique, representing a population of
internationally operating firms in diverse industries.
Addressing the second stage, we drafted five (5)
mini cases to operationalize the identified service
governance modes. We used closed, prompted and precoded questions to collect data. As codin g is t h e k ey
process in grounded theory [23], we transcribed the 6 8
interviews and thoroughly and manually coded the data
by focusing on main ideas in paragraphs (open coding).
As a next step, the codes were grouped into categories
(axial coding), which correspond to [28] suggested
coding paradigm. Consequently, we divided the
categories into subcategories and gro u ped t he co des
accordingly. Each category and subcategory were
developed in a memo, and memos were sorted to create
the theory around the core categories [28].

4. Findings
4.1. Context
The descriptive analysis of the 68 respondents
show that the firms operate across ten different
industries. Firms in Energy & Utilities, Manufacturing,
Financial Services, and Pharma are overrepresen ted,
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whereas, Food and Beverage is the least rep resen ted
firms, as shown in Table 1. To indicate the d egree o f
outsourcing of the firms under study, we followed [29]
differentiation in three levels of outsourcing. A low
degree of outsourcing denotes a budget of less than
20%, a medium degree of outsourcing exists of sh ares
between 20% and 50%, while a high degree of
outsourcing means that more than 50% of t h e a nn ual
budget is used for outsourcing. The descriptive
analysis shows that the majority of the firms: F&A (N
= 34), HR (N = 48) as well as Procurement and SC M
(N = 54) have a low degree of outsourcing. H o wever,
with respect to IT, we observe that as much as 32 firms
have more than 50% of their IT outsourced, see Table
2 for more information. We also measured the size o f
firms (small firms = < 10.000 fte and large firms >
10.000 fte), 33 (49%) were small firm and the rest (N =
35) were large firms. The business services under study
are supported by Enterprise Information sy stems a nd
range from 1 up to 10 systems per firm (e.g., SAP,
Oracle, JD Edwards).

Pharma
Professional Services
Public Sector
Other
Total

Firms
4
5
13
8
2
4
7

19 %
6%
6%
6%
100 %

To explore how the firms under study deal with
service governance, we observed five service
governance modes in which GBS are governed .
These modes refer to: a) decentralized, b) centralized,
c) regional, d) global and e) multifunctional. When
addressing a decentralized approach, each
organizational department per country govern business
services on their own behalf. By using a centralized
approach, business services are consolidated and
owned by a centralized function (i.e., o rga n izat ional
entity per country). Next, when applying a regional
approach, business services are consolidated in a
regional organizational entity (i.e., Europe). B u sin ess
services that are implemented a t a global level are
governed by a global organizational entity, which is
accountable for business service delivery and
performance. Finally, when applying a multifunctional
approach, various business services, for instance F&A
and HR, are governed from an integrated perspect iv e,
applying an end-to-end process ownership and
accountability. Based on the findings, we identified the
relationship between the service governance modes
and the degree of outsourcing (Table 3).

Table 1. Distribution of Firms within their
Industries
Industry
Consumer Products
Diversified Conglomerate
Energy & Utilities
Financial Services
Food & Beverages
Logistics
Manufacturing

13
4
4
4
68

%
6%
7%
19 %
12 %
3%
6%
0%

Table 2. The Degree of Outsourcing
Degree of outsourcing
Low (<20%)
Medium (20%-50%)
High (>50%)
Total

F&A
Firms
34
18
16
68

%
50 %
26 %
24 %
100 %

IT
Firms
28
8
32
68

HR

%
41 %
12 %
47 %
100 %

Firms
48
12
8
68

%
71 %
18 %
12 %
100 %

Procurement/SCM
Firms
%
54
79 %
8
12 %
6
9%
68
100 %

Note: F&A = Finance and Accounting; IT = Information Technology; HR = Human Resource; SCM = Supply Chain Management.

Table 3. Service Governance and Degree of Outsourcing
F&A
Firms
2
0
2

IT
Firms
2
1
1

HR
Firms
4
0
0

Low (<20%)
Medium (20%-50%)
High (>50%)

20
9
1

8
3
19

24
4
2

26
4
0

Low (<20%)
Medium (20%-50%)
High (>50%)

6
3
5

7
2
5

8
3
3

11
1
2

Service governance mode
Decentralized (4 firms)

Degree of outsourcing
Low (<20%)
Medium (20%-50%)
High (>50%)

Centralized (30 firms)

Regional (14 firms)

Procurement/SCM
Firms
4
0
0

4
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Global (15 firms)

Low (<20%)
Medium (20%-50%)
High (>50%)

5
3
7

10
2
3

9
3
3

11
2
2

Multifunctional (5 firms)

Low (<20%)
Medium (20%-50%)
High (>50%)

1
3
1

1
0
4

3
2
0

3
0
2

Table 4. Rationales
Service governance modes
Rationale
Decentralized
Centralized
Regional Global Multifunctional
Drive growth & realize synergies from acquisitions
1.75
3.15
3.93
2.87
2.60
Drive growth in emerging markets
1.50
1.78
2.93
2.50
2.60
Align the operating model to mitigate overall business
4.50
4.28
4.57
4.00
3.80
risk and ensure compliance
Optimize the global operations footprint and ability to
3.75
3.38
3.86
3.60
4.60
scale
Unlock the power of data & analytics to drive greater
3.50
3.54
3.71
3.27
2.80
insight
Establish consistent customer and brand experience
3.50
2.96
3.50
2.86
3.00
Drive process excellence and collaboration
4.00
4.44
4.00
4.58
4.50
Build internal repository of high-quality talent
1.25
3.39
2.80
3.80
3.00
Total number of firms
N=4
N = 30
N = 14
N = 15
N=5
Note: we asked respondents to indicate their perception of the id entified rationales with 1 “less important” to 5 “most
important”.

To create a better understanding of why firms
implemented a specific mode of service go v ernan ce ,
we identified various type of rationales (see Table 4 ).
The findings illustrate that the rationales “alignment of
a firm’s operating model to mitigate business risks and
ensure compliance” and “drive process excellence a nd
collaboration” are perceived as im p orta nt a cross a ll
service governance modes. On the other hand, we fin d
distinctions between service governance modes, su ch
as “drive growth in emerging markets” and “build
internal repository of high-quality talent” that are
perceived as less important for the decentralized f orm
of service governance.

4.2. Mini cases
The identified service governance modes can be
seen as strategic instruments, which are dependent o n
the implementation of a firm’s GBS. As these serv ice
governance modes vary, we describe the five common
modes in more detail by means of mini cases to
operationalize their concept. In doing so, we p ro v id e
an in-depth view in how GBS are governed within a
plural sourcing context. The mini cases all represent
internationally operating firms that are part of the
research design (N = 68).
4.2.1. Mini Case Decentralized Service Governance
Mode

The mini case under study provides services in t h e
field of hospitality and real estate services in more than
50 countries. We studied firm’s decentralized situation
in Denmark specifically. The motivation to implement
GBS is twofold. First, the firm’s business strategy is t o
establish a consistent customer and brand experience.
Second, originally, the customer experience driven
strategy required processes that were customized to
some degree. Currently, the firm aims to st andardize
these processes to cater for changing cust omer n eeds
(drive process excellence). To respond to changing
client needs adequately, customized business serv ices
are provided. This decision corresponds to t he f irm’s
strategy to develop a service brand experience in ea ch
country. More recently in 2018, the firm experienced
that services lead times increased due to the high
degree of customization. To improve lea d t im es, t h e
firm started an optimization initiative. As such,
business processes are analyzed from the view of
standardization with the goal to improve process
excellence while remaining the focus on customer
needs.
During the implementation of business services in
2014, the firm developed a plural sourcing strategy.
Due to the focus on decentralizat io n, we f o un d t hat
F&A, HR, and SCM services are predominantly
provided in-house (low degree of outsourcing: < 20%).
An exception is found with regard to IT services which
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are partially outsourced specifically in the f ield o f I T
infrastructure services (medium degree of outsourcing:
20%-50%). Based on the plural sourcing stra tegy t h e
responsible business executive argued that:
“over the last few years, we built a t ru e b usi ne ss
platform. This allows us to offer consistent and
integrated facility service solutions to our cu st omers.
One common IT vendor will further help us strengthen
our offer to customers with operations in the region”.
4.2.2. Mini-Case Centralized Service Governance
Mode
The mini case that reflects a centralized service
governance mode represents a consulting firm. The
firm provides consulting services in the field of
financial services and digital strategies in m o re t h an
100 countries. We studied business services in the
Netherlands. The firm’s main rationale to implement a
centralized approach in 2016 was to improve the
degree of effectiveness of their operating model to
mitigate business risks (increase of consulting lead
times). Before organizing business services on a
centralized level, the firm did not pay sufficient
attention to manage existing business processes. As a
consequence, the lead time to provide essential
financial and HR information to employees in creased
and resulted in internal debates about quality and
professionalism. The firm decided to optimize existing
business processes to improve the quality. The f irm ’s
Chief Operating Officer (COO) in the Netherlands
stated:
“we do have to improve and strengt hen exi st in g
internal business services and processes first to
safeguard our consulting services to clients. Repairing
and optimizing our business processes is essen t ial t o
streamline business activities and increase client
satisfaction”.
The firm redesigned their organizational st ru ct ure
and made a split between a Business Serv ice C ent er
department (standardized services) and a Center of
Excellence department (customized services). The
head of business services, which is responsible for both
the BSC and CoE, argued that:
“the split between standardized a nd cust omi zed
type of tasks support our centralized business
processes. By using this approach each business
service is able to maximize the sup port t ow ards o ur
employees and improve the quality and ease of use”.
Considering the firm’s plural sourcing approach,
our findings show that F&A, HR, and Pro curement s
services are provided in-house (low degree of

outsourcing: < 20%). In contrast, the vast maj orit y o f
IT services are provided by external vendors (high
degree of outsourcing: > 50%).
4.2.3. Mini-case Regional Service Governance mode
The mini case under study is a European
manufacturing firm providing products in the f ield o f
consumer goods. Business services are provided by
means of a regional (captive) delivery center located in
Poland. The main rationale to initiate a regional
approach is driven by cost reductions and the n eed t o
become a more agile organization. The firm
established a dedicated organizatio nal u n it in 2 0 1 6,
labeled as the business services organization (BSO) t o
govern all internal business services. We find that
standardizing business processes is perceived as a
barrier as commercial business units and the BSO have
to align business process tasks. The firm’s decisio n t o
regionally govern all business services resulted in t h e
harmonization of existing business processes. On e o f
the interviewees put forward that:
“where to start, that is the question? So, we
decided to transform by means of ‘waves’ in which w e
transform our business services each at t h e t i me. We
started to redesign F&A services first as we have a
long history and experience based on our captive
services”.
The BSO is sta ffed with over 1,000 dedicated
employees and is responsible to develop and main tain
a plural sourcing strategy, corresponding policies a nd
processes, and contract and manage external vend ors.
Our analysis shows that from a plural sourcing
perspective F&A business services are outsourced t o
external vendors (high degree of outsourcing: > 50 %),
while IT, HR, and Procurement/SCM services are
provided in-house (low degree of outsourcing: < 20%).
4.2.4. Mini-Case Global Service Governance Mode
Addressing a global service governance mod e, we
studied a firm operating in the consumer market
specialized in beverages production. In t he 9 0’s, t h e
firm initiated the implementation of captive shared
service centers and importantly, in 2016 the firm
merged with a market competitor. The m ot ivat ion t o
implement a global service governance mode was
based on two drivers: achieve growth based on
synergies from the merger and acquisition and the
design of a single operating model. The firm under
study established a new organizational entit y (glo b al
business services unit) that exists of three layers. First ,
a global capability center in India was set up that
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focuses on off-shore, language-independent services to
support day-to-day business processes. Seco nd, f iv e
regional capability centers (Czech Republic, M ex ico,
Brazil, South Africa, Malaysia) were implemented t o
execute business services. Third, country capability
centers are introduced to execute busin ess p ro cesses
that are still in an incubation phase and ca nnot be
transferred to a regional of the global capability center.
An executive manager stated that:
“we decided to create a clear demarcation between
strategic (client) and operational activities (external
vendors) in supporting business services. This
approach contributes to a strict focus on applying
standardization. From a governance view, it becomes
clear who is responsible for what type of activities”.

offered interesting cost reductions in th e p ast. As w e
have to decrease our cost level again, we intent to
outsource various services to multiple glob al servi ce
providers”.
From a plural sourcing view, the interviews showed
that by outsourcing business services external vendors
will automate routine-oriented business services t asks
by means of robotics, machine learning, and cognit iv e
solutions. In doing so, the vendors are able t o red uce
the cost level by 30%. The multifunctional a pp roach,
however, increases the degree of governance as
interrelated business services are partially provided in house and partially outsourced.

Due to the merger and acquisition between both
firms the need arose to harmonize business process es.
At strategic level, the decision was made to implement
a top-down strategy and harmonize business processes
by means of information systems. From a plura l
sourcing perspective, we found that F&A and IT
business services as delivered by the regional
capability centers, are outsourced to external v en dors
(high degree of outsourcing: > 50%). HR and
procurement services on the other hand are mainly
provided in-house (low degree of outsourcing: < 20%).

We discuss our findings on the basis of four
sections (e.g., rationales, organizational structure,
service governance modes and plural sourcing), which
allowed us to answer our research question “what typ e
of service governance modes are used by firms to
implement global business services when a ppl yi ng a
plural sourcing strategy?”

4.2.5. Mini case
Governance mode

Multifunctional

Service

When studying the multifunctional governance
mode, we noticed that the firm under st u dy p ro vid es
machine equipment components in t h e f ield o f civ il
engineering. The firm faces fierce market competit io n
and initiated a cost reduction program to reduce
overhead. Hence, their drivers to implement the
multifunctional mode relate to improve their bu sin ess
processes (process excellence) as well as align their
operating model. From an organization view, a glo b al
centralized team was responsible for business services
strategy tasks while each country was responsib le f or
the operationalization of business services. To achieve
cost reduction goals the firm decided to chan ge t heir
organization into a full centralized model. At a glo b a l
level the firm started to bundle business se rv ices an d
manage them as a whole since various services are
interrelated (e.g., HR and IT, F&A and IT,
Procurement and Legal). Next, the firm identified
F&A, HR, and Procurement as outsourcing candidat es
(> 50% degree of outsourcing) that con trib ut e t o t h e
cost reduction goals. A senior directed mentioned:
“up till now we provided all business services i n house by means of our captive centers in Ind ia w h ich

5. Discussion

5.1. Firms’ rationale
Analyzing firms’ rationale to implement global
business services, our findings show that process
excellence and alignment of firms’ operat in g mo d el s
are indicated as key drivers. Irrespectively of th e t yp e
of service governance mode, both rationales are
considered to be the key drivers of firms’ objectiv e t o
implement global business services. The key driver
process excellence corresponds to a firm’s need to
decrease their cost level which is consistent with
previous findings. Literature shows that firms’ original
motivation to establish shared service centers were
mainly based on achieving cost reductions as
confirmed through many case studies [30-32]. This
finding is supported by a literature study o f [6 ], wh o
argue that achieving cost reductions is perceived to b e
a main motivation that drive sourcing decisions.
Importantly, our analysis on firms’ rationale t o a lign
their operating model can be perceived as a novel
finding. Our interviews provide evidence that firms
develop a coherent view to align the delivery of
internal and external (outsourced) business services,
business processes, technology, knowledge and sk ills.
In doing so, firms’ aim is to achieve a balance between
various determinants in which they are complementary
when implementing global business services. We a rgue
that alignment of a firm’s operating model forms a key
prerequisite to implement global business services an d
contribute to a successful plural sourcing strat egy . I n
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doing so, firms become more adaptive to ca ter for
changing needs.

5.2. Organizational structure
When studying the mini cases our findings show
that each firm, with the exception of the decentralized
mode, established an organizational ent ity t o go vern
global business services. We found that t h is en tit y is
responsible for various tasks including developing
policies, managing internal and external service
providers, harmonizing business processes, and sharing
knowledge. Hence, these determinants can be
perceived as a firm’s dynamic capability. T eec e et a l.
[33] argued that organizations require dynamic
resources to manage and organize b o th co ntent an d
processes to achieve sustainability.
This dynamic capability is needed to implement
and sustain global business services within a plural
sourcing context. Moreover, the organizational en t it y
can be perceived as a bridging role (boundary spanner)
between internal customers and internal a nd e xt ernal
vendors. Our analysis indicates that developing
policies and guidelines and exchanging knowled ge t o
manage the plural sourcing environment supported the
implementation of global business services. Employees
as a part of an organizational entity are responsib le t o
communicate agreements, such as policies and
performance towards internal customers as well as
external vendors. Literature indicates that k n owledge
transfer is an important aspect of exchanging
information between geographically dispersed t eams
[34]. Therefore, we would argue that boundary
spanners should be an essential part of knowledge
transfer within a plural sourcing environment an d, a s
such, they can help improve communication and t ru st
between actors.

5.3. Service governance modes
While studying the various service governance
modes, we found that the vast majority of firms opt t o
apply a central mode (30 firms out o f 6 8) t o go v ern
their business services. This finding is consistent wit h
[5] that firms have to apply a centralized approach
when governing their business services in order to
integrate them with corporate strategies. Interestingly ,
our study indicates tha t both a regional mode (14
firms) and a global mode (15 firms) are p erceived a s
alternatives for the central mode. Our findings o n t h e
firms’ key rationales (i.e., align firms operating model
and process excellence) corresponds to the objective of
international operating firms to decrease t h e lev el o f
complexity. This may explain why a certain degree o f
centralized type of service governance mode (i.e.,

central, regional, global) is implemented as a favorable
option. Importantly, we find two exceptions. First, four
firms choose to govern their business services f rom a
decentralized perspective, while five firms decid ed t o
apply a multifunctional governance mode. An
explanation may be found in a lack of standardizat ion
of business services and supporting business processes,
which increases governance complexity. According t o
[26] the choreography of services is essential to cre at e
business process flexibility and, as such, modularized
business services that can be managed in various
configurations, are a precondition to support bu siness
services. We argue that firms which have modularized
business processes can implement global business
services more effectively.

5.4. Plural sourcing context
In general, we found that firms vary in their
decision to deliver business services in-house or
outsource services to the market. Our analysis indicates
that firms who apply a centralized service governan ce
mode decided to keep their F&A services
predominantly in-house (low degree of outsou rcin g).
Interestingly, the more F&A services are governed
from an international perspective (i.e., regional,
global), the more the degree of F&A outsourcing
increases. This may be explained by the historical
experience of firms that established captive cent ers in
order to benefit from labor arbitrage, while
standardizing services at the same time [35]. Moreover,
our study reveals that IT services, which are govern ed
from a centralized perspective, are predominantly
outsourced to the market (19 out of 30 firms).
Remarkably, the degree of IT outsourcing varies wit h
regard to the other service governance modes. We
expected to find that firms outsource IT service s t o a
large extent as the IT service provider market is
perceived as mature since its growth in the 90s [6].
In contrast, HR and Procurement/SCM findings
indicate that for the vast majority of service
governance modes the degree of outsourcing is low.
Cooke et al. [36] argue that a loss of in-house
knowledge and capacity as well as quality red u ct ion s
in HR work cause firms to be hesitant in o u t sou rcin g
these tasks to the market. This maybe an ex planatio n
why firms are reluctant to outsource HR tasks.
Addressing Procurement/SCM services, ou r f in din gs
also illustrate a low degree of outsourcing (< 20%),
which is contrasting with research of [37]. The authors
found that decentralized decision-making will result in
a higher degree of outsourcing SCM functions.
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6. Conclusions
The aim of our research is to explore how firms
deal with service governance of global business
services (GBS) within the context of plural sourcing. In
doing so, we respond to the call of [11] for more
explorative research from a buyer perspectiv e in t h e
context of service sourcing and service outsourcing.
Our findings operationalize and extend the view of [5 ]
addressing a new wave of global business services,
which are applied across borders, that have emerged as
drivers of growth in the world’s service sector. B ased
on a rich and unique dataset that represents 68
international operating firms in various industries, o u r
study contributes to service-oriented [5], [11], [12] and
sourcing literature [6], [17] in a number of ways. First,
by studying firms’ rationale to implement global
business services, the variance of key drivers was made
more explicit. The main rationales are driven by
process excellence and the need to align firms’
operating model. Irrespectively of the type o f serv ice
governance mode, both rationales are considered to b e
the key drivers. When achieving these rationales,
firms’ degree of effectiveness in delivering business
service will increase. In particular, our insights on
firms’ rationale to a lign their operating model go
beyond the findings of [38] as research on motives
show that economic motives are t h e mo st co mmo n,
followed by strategy and service quality.
Second, by identifying five different service
governance modes, we theoretically contribute to
service governance, global business services and plural
sourcing research. Research reveal that shared serv ice
centers use both market and burea ucratic practices
[39]. We extended these findings and illu st ra ted t hat
service governance is a prerequisite to creat e a clear
demarcation between in-house or outsourced business
service tasks and as such, contribute to enterprise
ecosystem flexibility. Third, firms differ in the degree
to which they outsource business services. In
particular, F&A and IT services are outsourced to a
medium and high degree. In contrast, HR and
Procurement/SCM services predominantly correspon d
to a low degree of outsourcing.
This research has implications for practitioners and
particularly for executive ma nagement of business
services organizations. Our results suggest t hat f irms
require a certain degree of maturity to implement
business services within the context of a plura l
sourcing strategy. Thus, we argue that o rganizatio ns
leadership have to create a fit between the level of
management maturity, the selected service governance
mode, and degree to which business services are
outsourced. Based on that fit firms are able to improve
the value of implementing a global business service

arrangement. This research is not without limit atio ns.
Even though we attempted to objectify interpretat ion s
of the interviews when coding, subjective b ia s migh t
not have been entirely eliminated, thus, the validit y o f
the results could be influenced by the autho rs’ in it ia l
point of view in terms of conducting, coding and
interpreting the interview.
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